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Abstract 
Finite field arithmetic is essential to error correction and 
cryptography.  Instruction set extensions are an 
alternative to ASICs and DSPs while providing the same 
performance with embedded CPUs. An instruction set 
extension is presented that handles various fields in 
GF(2m).  A MIPS DLX processor core is accelerated 
using an auxiliary processing interface to a finite field 
arithmetic unit.   Additional instructions are added to the 
DLX core set which are used to create finite field 
arithmetic benchmarks.  The processor core and 
extensions datapath are synthesized in a standard cell 
0.18µm CMOS process achieving a 233MHz clock.  The 
combined DLX and FFU system demonstrates a 355× 
speed-up when performing elliptical curve projective 
point doubling in GF(2163). 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Finite field arithmetic is used in various linear block 
error correcting codes [1] and cryptographic [2] 
algorithms.  Both cryptography and error correction are 
essential components for current and emerging wireless 
telecommunication protocols.  While application specific 
co-processors exist, they are tied to particular standards 
and cannot easily adapt to changing demand.  Finite field 
instruction set extensions would enable a processor to 
execute specialized instructions that handle the unique 
data type and fundamental operations of finite field 
arithmetic.  This is the goal of the instruction set 
presented here and its architecture is described along with 
implementation results. 

Creating instruction set extensions often entails 
redesigning the processor core.  This is exceedingly 
complicated and an alternative method to integrate 
additional instructions is to use an Auxiliary Processing 
Unit, APU [3].  The APU creates a bridge between the 
processor core and the extended instructions and 
processing elements.  This is a practical method that has 
been used previously for instruction set extensions [4]. 

The APU allows an alternative Execute stage designed by 
the instruction set extensions architect as shown in  
Figure 1.  A MIPS DLX [5] core, commonly used for 
RISC architectural discussions, was developed to analyze 
instruction set modifications.  An APU interface was 
added to the core to provide extensibility.  This core 
utilizes a 5-stage pipelined datapath which provides a 
minimal set of integer instructions.  The APU is used to 
interface with a finite field arithmetic unit (FFU) that 
implements the instruction extensions.  

Finite fields or specifically, binary extended Galois 
Fields (GF) are represented using a canonical form that 
describes each element using a polynomial.  A detailed 
foundation of finite field arithmetic can be found in [1] 
and [6].  The finite field arithmetic unit described here 
natively handles finite fields defined up to 192-bits, 
GF(2192), or larger using iterative techniques.  This broad 
range allows the instruction set to be useful for both 
linear error correcting block codes, such as BCH [7] and 
Reed-Solomon [8], and for elliptical curve cryptographic 
[2] protocols of various strengths.  Instruction set 
extensions are the best solution to meet this demand, 
since they allow for quick design space exploration via 
software without the rigid and complex design cycle 
required for ASIC co-processors and provide significant 
algorithmic speed-up. 

Instruction sets proposed by [9], [10] and [11] provide 
for multiplication and reversing the bits of the field 
element.  These experiments demonstrated that finite field 
multiplication consumes more than 90% of elliptical 
curve software benchmarks.  Many researchers have 
focused primarily on accelerating the most time 
consuming operation of finite field arithmetic – 
multiplication.  Techniques developed for integration 
within processor cores have been proposed in [12] and 
[13]. To use these hardware array multiplier techniques, 
additional supporting instructions are required to manage 
the range of field sizes.  

This study has developed instruction set extensions for 
finite field arithmetic that focus on operations to handle 
the polynomial basis.  The instruction set can be divided  
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Figure 3. Auxiliary Processing Unit Interface. 
 
 into several groups that perform the following tasks: 
configuration, register load / store, stack memory access, 
shifting and logical operations and multiplication.  In 
total, there are 24 instructions that have been devised to 
shift the locus of finite field operations from the core to 
the extensions datapath and minimize data passing.  If the 
core processor decodes a finite field instruction, the 
instruction decoder gives control to the APU interface.  
The APU interface sends the “illegal” opcode and / or 
contents of one or more registers to the finite field 
arithmetic unit (FFU) to continue processing the 
instruction as in Figure 1. 
 
2. Finite Field Arithmetic Unit Design 
 

The FFU operates using 192-bit words to provide the 
appropriate word-size for elliptical curve applications.  
The bit-width is a compromise to allow support of the 
NIST [2] recommended GF(2163) field natively, while not 
impacting performance of smaller fields used in error 
correcting algorithms.  Larger fields such as GF(2409) and 
GF(2571) are used for more secure elliptical curve (EC) 
systems as approved by NIST.   

 

A. APU Interface 
The APU interface connects the 32-bit DLX core with 

a 192-bit FFU.  Customizing the APU interface allows for 
the direct mapping of all of the FFU instructions into the 
DLX instruction set.  Each of the FFU registers are sub-
divided into six 32-bit words.  A “write to FFU register” 
instruction directly copies the contents of a DLX register 
to one of the FFU register’s segments.  The FFU register 
automatically advances segment to simplify the writing of 
the multi-word registers.  When the DLX reads back an 
FFU register, the FFU returns one segment at a time per 
“read FFU register” instruction automatically advancing 
to the next segment on subsequent reads.  The program 
running on the DLX core must be cognizant of the field  

 
 

Figure 2.  CPU, APU and FFU Block Diagram. 
 
size it has set; otherwise the FFU and DLX will become 
out of sync.  An additional instruction is provided to reset 
these auto-incrementing counters whenever necessary.  
The APU acts as an “Instruction Fetch” stage for the FFU 
pipeline.  Unfortunately, the APU introduces a one cycle 
latency to communicate with the FFU.  This makes 
transferring data to and from the APU two cycles per 32-
bit word, or 12 DLX cycles to transfer a 192-bit operand. 

 

B. FFU Architecture 
To improve instruction throughput, the FFU datapath is 

pipelined into three distinct stages.  The “Instruction 
Fetch / Decode” (IFD) stage accepts an instruction from 
the APU and decodes it into a variety of control signals.  
The “Execute / Memory” (EXMEM) stage performs the 
processing of the operands.  The last stage, “Write-Back” 
(WB), either stores the result back to the register file or 
sends the result back to the APU.  Figure 2 provides a 
block diagram of the DLX core, APU interface and FFU 
datapath.  The FFU Register File (RF) contains eight 192-
bit registers.  While more registers are always beneficial, 
eight was the minimum required to hold the operands and 
temporary variables to perform elliptical curve point 
doubling.  To allow for additional local variable storage 
for other algorithm implementations, a short 16-element 
stack is provided.  Logic instructions such as NOT, AND, 
OR and Exclusive-OR (XOR) are also provided to limit 
data passing with the core.  These operations are used to 
perform comparison of the intermediate results, such as 
testing if a result is all zeroes, odd, even or equal to α0.  
Passing operands back to the DLX core to perform the 
comparison is costly, since the DLX must segment the 
operations into 32-bit pieces.  Using the logical operator 
instructions and by providing a status flag that can be 
read back by the core removes the need to read back FFU 
registers.  Only the status flag is necessary to read back so 
the DLX can execute a conditional branch. 
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Figure 3. Extended Vector Generation Array for 
GF(24). 

 

C. Finite Field Multiplication 
Finite field multiplication is one of the most important 

operations since it is used often in both elliptical curve 
cryptography and error correcting algorithms.  
Researchers have investigated a multitude of designs 
appropriate for processor integration.  Many of these 
focus on processor or DSP integration usually for BCH or 
RS codec acceleration [12][13].  Field multiplication can 
be divided into two stages, extended vector generation 
and reduction.  To implement these stages, this work 
introduces FFU instructions GF_MULT and 
GF_REDUCE.  

The method proposed by [13] uses two separate 
hardware arrays to perform extended vector (EV) 
generation and another for reduction.  For larger field 
sizes, this method scales poorly due to the reduction 
array.  The extended vector generation is a similar to a 
carry-save multiplier array with the exception that full 
adders are replaced by GF cells that perform AND-XOR 
operations.  Figure 3 is an example GF(24) EV generation 
array that creates the product X = a×b utilizing the GF 
cell instead of an adder.  The use of an multiplier array in 
this way, allows for any field size, m, to be used between 
GF(2) to GF(2192).  The EV is 2m-1 bits, or 383-bits for 
GF(2192).  For larger field sizes, iterative methods can be 
used to compute larger EVs as described in [9].  The 
lower 192-bits of the EV are stored in an FFU destination 
register, while the upper bits are saved to a register within 
the reduction module.  The GF_MULT instruction takes 
two FFU registers as the a and b operands and produces a 
result E and V.  The V result contains the lower bits of 
the extended vector and these are returned to a destination  

 
 

Figure 4. Radix-4 Reduction Block Diagram. 
 

register.  The upper bits are saved to the E register which 
is part of the reduction module. 

The GF_REDUCE instruction takes two source 
registers as the values the primitive polynomial, p(x) and 
V, using E from the previously executed GF_MULT 
instruction.  The reduction stage performs the division by 
the primitive polynomial.  The modulus of this division is 
the result of finite field multiplication which is defined as 
a(x)×b(x) mod p(x).  This stage is where the primitive 
polynomial, p(x), is used to reduce the terms greater than 
m in the EV. The array method of [13] uses p(x) as an 
input that allows various field definitions. The delay and 
area for the reduction array does not scale to 192-bit 
fields, so the array is re-organized as a multi-cycle 
procedure for instruction set integration. 

  An iterative radix-4 technique is used to complete the 
division process by examining the upper bits of the EV 
which represent the terms that have degree 
 ≥ p(x).  This is efficiently handled for various fields by 
first splitting the EV into two sub-vectors, E and V where 
E contains the 2m-2 down to m weighted terms.  The LSB 
of E corresponds with the bit-vector that corresponds to 
p(x).  In this iterative procedure, the lowest four bits of E 
are examined (e3, e2, e1, e0).  Each bit indicates whether a 
multiple of p(x): p(i), p(i+1), p(i+2), p(i+3); where p(0) = p(x), 
p(1) = p(x)×x, p(2) = p(x)×x2, etc. are added to V, 
respectively. The V vector acts as an accumulator and its 
computation per iteration is shown in equation 1. 

 
       V = V ⊕ p(i)·e0 ⊕ p(i+1)·e1⊕ p(i+2)·e2⊕ p(i+3)·e3           (1) 

 
In each iteration, another four multiples of p(x) are 

computed using the last multiple as a starting point.  This 
is performed by using a concatenated LFSR.  The E 
vector is shifted four bits to the right so another set can be 
examined.  This process continues until all (m-1) bits of E 
have passed through the 4-bit window. 
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This process is similar to software window techniques 
[14].  The reduction unit is able to process four bits per 
iteration of the E vector lowering the number of iterations 
per given field size, m, to 1+ m/4 .  Using a larger 
window, r, may further reduce the number of iterations 
which can be computed as 1+ m/r.  However, the total 
delay, ∆total, incurred to generate the p(i+r) term increases 
with r according to equation 2. 

 
        ∆total = ((m-1)×r)∆XOR +  ((m-1)×r)∆AND            (2) 
 
This is the critical path of the reduction module and 

subsequently, the entire FFU.  The value r was limited so 
the FFU and DLX core would have the same operating 
frequency. 

Pre-shifting the E and V vectors before beginning 
reduction is necessary to perform reduction of fields less 
than GF(2192).  This is built into the EV generation 
module.  This insures that the terms in E correspond with 
the terms of p(i) during the reduction iterations.  Figure 4 
shows the vectors E and V with the alignment necessary 
for GF(28) reduction.  Fields greater than GF(2192) can be 
performed by processing sub-sections.  Given a 
segmented E, V and primitive polynomial vectors, the 
reduction unit can process each piece individually and 
create an intermediate reduced term.  The total reduction 
requires m/192 2×192/r  iterations for fields GF(2m), 
m > 192. 

Instead of an atomic finite field multiply instruction 
two distinct operations are used.  GF_MULT and 
GF_REDUCE instructions are necessary to perform the 
multiplication.  This overhead is necessary to efficiently 
use the hardware multiplication array and iterative 
reduction modules.  These modules have the ability to 
process fields of various definition via a selectable p(x) 
input and dimension, m.  Multiplier designs for fixed field 
sizes and primitive polynomial can be optimized for 
specific applications [15].  This is usually done for error 
correcting or elliptical curve applications targeting a 
particular standard, however, it is not an option for 
instruction extensions that wish to support a variety of 
finite field applications. 
 
3. Design Implementation & Results 
 

In this study, the FFU has been coupled to a MIPS 
DLX core via an APU interface for performance 
evaluation.  The DLX processor only performs the basic 
core instructions as described in [5].  Utilizing a 0.18µm 
standard cell library [16], the MIPS core and FFU 
datapath have been synthesized.  The system clock 
achieved a period of 4.3ns.  The MIPS core, however, is 
implemented without memory and assumes ideal caches.   

Table 1. Finite field benchmark cycle count 
results. 

 

 

  Cycle Counts 

Algorithm DLX 
DLX w/ 

FFU 
Speed-

Up 
GF(28)       
Multiplication 2 7 0 
GF(232)       
Multiplication 468 13 36 
GF(2163)       
Multiplication 12039 46 262 
GF(2192)       
Multiplication 16734 53 316 
RS(255,223)       
Encoder 1229564 42828 29 
Koblitz-163       
Projective Point 
Doubling 85890 242 355 

This allows for analyzing the system performance without 
considering memory hierarchy.  The DLX core consumed  
approximately 22K equivalent gates.  The FFU used more 
than 62K gates including estimates of the stack memory.  
The EV generation array consumes half the total FFU 
gates since it creates a 384-bit EV in one cycle.  The area 
needed for EV generation can be reduced if iterative 
methods are used.  

There is additional overhead in using the APU 
interface.  Relaying instructions from the DLX requires 
an additional cycle due to APU latency in communicating 
with the FFU, so each FFU instruction requires at least 2 
cycles.  The reduction instruction requires 3+m/4  
cycles. 

The speed-up provided by the instruction set extensions 
and associated FFU is measured by counting the number 
of clock cycles required to execute finite field arithmetic 
benchmarks.  Benchmarks were developed using MIPS 
assembly that compares the emulated and accelerated 
algorithms and these are listed in table 1.  Table 1 lists the 
number of cycles required to perform complete finite field 
multiplication (EV generation and reduction). 

  The DLX performs rather poorly when emulating 
finite field multiplication.  More sophisticated processors 
will benefit from performing multi-bit shift operations.  
For small fields like GF(28), communication with the 
FFU, EV generation and performing reduction is worse 
than just using the DLX.  When operations require 
segmentation of the operands into multiple 32-bit words 
and shifting between them, the DLX becomes much 
worse.  This is an effect of word-scaling and the need to 
perform an XOR and shift left operation which mimics 
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and LFSR.  Providing an instruction for this operation 
alone has demonstrated a 17.2× speed-up [17]. 

As the field grows, the benefits of the FFU 
multiplication instructions become more significant.  A 
Reed-Solomon systematic encoder for a RS(255,223) was 
developed to compare relative performance.  The 
systematic encoder is an iterative multiplier performing 
thousands of finite field multiplications in GF(28) to 
create the 32 parity symbols for this RS code.  Many RS 
encoders use look-up tables to accelerate the algorithm, 
however, at the expense of becoming fixed to a particular 
field definition.  RS or BCH codes with longer codewords 
would benefit more from the FFU. 

Elliptical curve performance was also analyzed using 
the Koblitz-163 curve [18] that is commonly used for 
benchmarks.  Field multiplication in GF(2163) accelerated 
the Projective Point Doubling algorithm significantly, 
because it requires five multiplications.  This provided the 
greatest speed-up of 355× versus the DLX alone. 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
Instruction set extensions are not a solution for all 

applications, but they do provide significant speed-up for 
finite field arithmetic.  This research has established the 
potential for improving the performance of finite field 
arithmetic with embedded processors.  Error correcting 
code algorithms will see reduced cycle counts due to the 
multiplier and bit-level operations.  The benchmarks 
demonstrate improved finite field multiplication. The 
speed-up attained for projective point doubling does not 
include the transformation from or back to affine 
coordinates, but it is a strong indicator of the performance 
speed-up attainable performing scalar point multiplication 
used for key exchange or signature algorithms.  

While other instruction set extensions have focused 
specifically on multiplication, this study examines the 
architecture of the underlying finite field arithmetic 
processing and relationship to its instructions.  Additional 
architectural features are necessary to achieve further 
speed-up.  The entire FFU is modular so that alternative 
multiplier architectures can be used without total re-
design. This architecture focuses on multiplication 
acceleration but also optimal handling of large bit-width 
operands.  Minimizing operand passing using a large bit-
width register file and stack memory lowered the penalty 
of transferring data to and from the DLX.  Providing 
logical operators in the FFU reduced the operand passing 
and testing required for conditional branching in many of 
the algorithms.  The overall instruction set architecture 
provides impressive speed-up which offsets its near 3× 
area compared to the DLX core.   
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